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INTRODUCTION



Why Bi-gravity? 

Reasons to study bi-gravity!
❖ Cosmological constant problems!
❖ Theoretical curiosity !
❖ Benchmark for testing General Relativity!
❖ Dark matter from bi-gravity



Old problems of massive gravity 

1. 
Physical ghost [Boulware&Deser’72]!

!

2. 
Extra propagating degrees of freedom. 
It is difficult to pass basic Solar system gravity tests. 
vDVZ discontinuity [van Dam&Veltman’70, Zakharov’70]



Fierz-Pauli massive gravity

Expand the Einstein-Hilbert action:
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Fierz-Pauli massive gravity

Fierz-Pauli action:

Linearized Einstein-
Hilbert term

mass term
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5 healthy degrees of freedom (because of a particular choice of the potential, h=0)!
for a generic mass term 6 d.o.f., one is necessary Ostrogradski ghost

[Fierz&Pauli’39]



Non-linear massive gravity 
  Extra degrees of freedom

New degrees of freedom due to the broken diff invariance =>

Change of predictions, i.e. Solar system tests



Non-linear massive gravity 

Introduce an extra metric to construct a mass term 
(in order to contract indices)

Construct a potential, which is 
invariant under diffeomorphism (common for two metrics) 
+ some technical conditions

Non-linear completion ?



Non-linear massive gravity 
  potential for metric

[Boulware & Deser’72!
!
!
[Arkani-Hamed et al’03]



Vainshtein mechanism 
  screens extra degree of freedom

Non-linear effects restore General Relativity 
close to the source 

due to the non-linear effects

[Vainshtein’72]!
[EB, Deffayet, Ziour‘09’10]

Problem 2 is solved



Non-linear massive gravity 
  Boulware-Deser ghost

Generically there are two propagating 
scalars: one is a ghost !  

[Boulware & Deser‘72]



dRGT massive gravity 
  special case of non-linear massive gravity

Massive gravity without Boulware-Deser ghost  
[de Rham, Gabadadze, Tolley‘10’11, Hassan & Rosen’12]!
+many other works

g is physical metric; 
f is fixed (flat) or extra dynamical metric.
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Equations of motion 
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Spherical symmetry and 

beyond



Two types of (static) spherically  
symmetric solutions 

Bi-diagonal: When two metrics can be put in 
the diagonal form simultaneously.

Non Bi-diagonal: When this is not the case

A “no-go theorem” for bi-diagonal black holes 
[Deffayet, Jacobson’11] 



Spherically symmetric solutions

Bi-diagonal Non Bi-diagonal

✦ Solutions with source.   
Vainshtein mechanism: GR is 
restored, tiny modification of GR 
✦ Black holes 
- Bi-diagonal solutions: the two 
metrics are GR-like and equal or 
proportional (horizons coinside).  
- hairy black holes (numerics), non-
GR 
✦ Stability of black holes 
- Black holes are unstable (mild 
tachyon-like instability)

✦ Rotating solutions 
- Two GR-like equal metrics

✦ Solutions with source.   
GR is perfectly restored 
!
✦ Black holes 
- Non bi-diagonal solutions: the two 
metrics are GR-like and not 
proportional (horizons may not 
coinside).   
!
✦ Stability of black holes 
- Black holes are stable

✦ Rotating solutions 
- Two GR-like non-equal metrics



Solutions with a source



Vainshtein mechanism in bi-gravity 
 

Weak-field approximation
Vainshtein mechanism in bi-gravity

Linearized Einstein equations for metric g

f
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Linearized Einstein equations for metric 

Inside the Compton length r ⌧ 1/m
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µ7 + ... = 0
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Algebraic equation of 7th order on µ
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All other metric functions depend on µ
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[EB,Deffayet,Ziour’10]

[Volkov’12] [EB,Crisostomi’13]



Vainshtein mechanism in bi-gravity 
  recovery of GR
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Non-Vainshtein recovery of GR 
 

3.2 Source in massive gravity

A spherically symmetric GR solution, written in the Schwarzschild coordinates, reads,

ds2g = �h(r)dt2 + f(r)dr2 + r2d⌦2. (15)

Making the coordinate transformation a la Eddington-Finkelstein,

t = v �
Z

drp
fh

(16)

we arrive at,

ds2g = �h(r)dv2 + 2k(r)dvdr + r2d⌦2, (17)

where k =
p
hf�1. For the Schwarzschild solution k = 1, while for if a source is present then k 6= 1.

Having in mind the black hole bi-gravity solutions, for which the e↵ect of the mass term boils down to

an e↵ective cosmological constant, we will first look for solutions in massive gravity, such that Tµ
⌫ / �µ⌫ .

In order for this condition to be met, we will allow for the second metric to have a “deformed” form,

although keeping it flat. We take,

ds2f
C2

= �dv2 + 2S dvdr +
⇣
(rµ)02 � S2

⌘
dr2 + (rµ)2d⌦2, (18)

where µ = µ(r) and S = S(r) are arbitrary smooth functions of the radial coordinate r Ref to weak-field

massive gravity ansatz. The metric (18) can be obtained from the flat metric in the Eddington-Finkelstein

coordinates,

ds2f = �dv̄2 + 2dv̄dr̄ + r̄2d⌦2

by the change of coordinates, dv̄ = C (dv + ((µr)0 � S)dr), r̄ = Cµr.

Substituting the above ansatz for the metrics gµ⌫ and fµ⌫ it is straightforward to obtain the stress

tensor coming from the mass term, Tµ
⌫ . Since it does not look especially simple, we do not give its full

expression here. However, noticing, that one for static configurations, Gr
t = ⌧ rt = 0, we have a condition

of one corresponding component of Tµ
⌫ ,

T r
t =

C

D (hS � k)
�
1 + 2↵+ � + �C2µ2 � 2Cµ(↵+ �)

�
= 0, (19)

where D = k ([S + (rµ)0] [2k + h ((rµ)0 � S)])1/2. There are two branches of the solution. For hS = k

the above ansatz for the metrics become a bi-diagonal ansatz, which can be checked by the change to

coordinates (t, r). Let us concentrate of the other branch, for which the expression in the second pair of

parentheses is zero. It is clear that µ(r) =const for this branch. Bearing in mind that the solution inside

the star should match the vacuum solution (??), we find that µ(r) = 1. In this case the condition (19)

reads,

�(C � 1)2 � 2↵(C � 1) + 1 = 0. (20)

The constraint rµT
µ
⌫ = 0, with the conditions µ(r) = 1 and (20) immediately yields,

�
2C2
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↵(C � 1)2 � 1

�

rk(C � 1)
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(1 + S)(2k + h(1� S))� 1� k

i
= 0. (21)
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Physical metric in the EF form,
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coordinates (t, r). Let us concentrate of the other branch, for which the expression in the second pair of

parentheses is zero. It is clear that µ(r) =const for this branch. Bearing in mind that the solution inside

the star should match the vacuum solution (??), we find that µ(r) = 1. In this case the condition (19)

reads,
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Ansatz for the second metric

3.2 Source in massive gravity

A spherically symmetric GR solution, written in the Schwarzschild coordinates, reads,

ds2g = �h(r)dt2 + f(r)dr2 + r2d⌦2. (15)

Making the coordinate transformation a la Eddington-Finkelstein,

t = v �
Z

drp
fh

(16)

we arrive at,

ds2g = �h(r)dv2 + 2k(r)dvdr + r2d⌦2, (17)

where k =
p
hf�1. For the Schwarzschild solution k = 1, while for if a source is present then k 6= 1.

Having in mind the black hole bi-gravity solutions, for which the e↵ect of the mass term boils down to

an e↵ective cosmological constant, we will first look for solutions in massive gravity, such that Tµ
⌫ / �µ⌫ .

In order for this condition to be met, we will allow for the second metric to have a “deformed” form,

although keeping it flat. We take,

ds2f
C2

= �dv2 + 2S dvdr +
⇣
(rµ)02 � S2

⌘
dr2 + (rµ)2d⌦2, (18)

where µ = µ(r) and S = S(r) are arbitrary smooth functions of the radial coordinate r Ref to weak-field

massive gravity ansatz. The metric (18) can be obtained from the flat metric in the Eddington-Finkelstein

coordinates,

ds2f = �dv̄2 + 2dv̄dr̄ + r̄2d⌦2

by the change of coordinates, dv̄ = C (dv + ((µr)0 � S)dr), r̄ = Cµr.

Substituting the above ansatz for the metrics gµ⌫ and fµ⌫ it is straightforward to obtain the stress

tensor coming from the mass term, Tµ
⌫ . Since it does not look especially simple, we do not give its full

expression here. However, noticing, that one for static configurations, Gr
t = ⌧ rt = 0, we have a condition

of one corresponding component of Tµ
⌫ ,

T r
t =

C

D (hS � k)
�
1 + 2↵+ � + �C2µ2 � 2Cµ(↵+ �)

�
= 0, (19)

where D = k ([S + (rµ)0] [2k + h ((rµ)0 � S)])1/2. There are two branches of the solution. For hS = k

the above ansatz for the metrics become a bi-diagonal ansatz, which can be checked by the change to

coordinates (t, r). Let us concentrate of the other branch, for which the expression in the second pair of

parentheses is zero. It is clear that µ(r) =const for this branch. Bearing in mind that the solution inside

the star should match the vacuum solution (??), we find that µ(r) = 1. In this case the condition (19)

reads,

�(C � 1)2 � 2↵(C � 1) + 1 = 0. (20)

The constraint rµT
µ
⌫ = 0, with the conditions µ(r) = 1 and (20) immediately yields,

�
2C2

�
↵(C � 1)2 � 1

�

rk(C � 1)

hp
(1 + S)(2k + h(1� S))� 1� k

i
= 0. (21)

3

For C such that

Recovery of GR up to a Lambda-term ~ m2

[EB unpublished]
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Black holes 
 Schwarzschild metric

Ansatz (bi-Eddington-Finkelstein form) [EB& Fabbri’13]

ds2g = �
⇣
1� rg

r

⌘
dv2 + 2dvdr + r2d⌦2,

ds2f = C2
h
�
⇣
1� rf

r

⌘
dv2 + 2dvdr + r2d⌦2

i
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Two choices:
rg = rf

�(C � 1)2 � 2↵(C � 1) + 1 = 0
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bi-diagonal 

non-bidiagonal

Non-bidiagonal BHs

For these choices the extra “mass” energy-momentum tensor 
reduces to effective cosmological constant

[Salam & Strathdee’77]!
[Isham & Storey’78]!
[Koyama, Niz, Tasinato’11]+many others



Charged Black holes

ds2g = �
✓
1� rg

r
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r2Q
r2

� r2

l2g

◆
dv2 + 2dvdr + r2d⌦2,

ds2f = C2

"
�
 
1� rf

r
� r2

l2f

!
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#
.

Aµ =

⇢
Q

r
, 0, 0, 0

�

[EB& Fabbri’13]Electromagnetic field coupled to g



Rotating Black holes 

ds2g =�
✓
1� rgr

⇢2

◆�
dv + a sin2 ✓d�

�2

+ 2
�
dv + a sin2 ✓d�

� �
dr + a sin2 ✓d�

�
+ ⇢2

�
d✓2 + sin2 ✓d�2

�

Original Kerr metric

⇢2 = r2 + a2 cos2 ✓

ds2f =C2
⇥
�dv2 + 2dvdr + 2a sin2 ✓drd�+ ⇢2d✓2 +

�
r2 + a2

�
sin2 ✓d�2

⇤
f is flat, but unusual form

ds

2
M = �dt

2 + dx

2 + dy

2 + dz

2

t = v � r, x+ iy = (r � ia)e

i�
sin ✓, z = r cos ✓

r ! Cr, v ! Cv, a ! Ca

Obtained from 

by: 

[EB& Fabbri’13]



Hairy bi-diagonal black holes 

Asymptotically AdS hairy solutions exist  [Volkov’12]

Black holes in massive gravity 14

3.2. Numerical solutions

So far, all the solutions we showed belong to the Kerr family, which are also solutions of

GR. However, the absence of no-hair theorems in massive gravity and in particular the

non-existence of a Birkho↵ theorem for spherically symmetric spacetimes, suggests the

existence of other solutions such as BHs endowed with massive spin-2 hair. Due to the

complexity of the field equations (9) and (10), finding such solutions requires the use of

numerical methods. A detailed study of those solutions was performed in Ref. [20] who

also studied the case where both metrics are diagonal but not necessarily proportional.

In particular asymptotically AdS hairy BH solutions were shown to exist. This was

further extended in Ref. [23] where a family of asymptotically flat hairy BHs was found.

More recently the same techniques were used to find vacuum wormhole solutions [56] in

these theories.

All the spherically symmetric uncharged solutions we discussed in the previous

section are related through a coordinate change with the Schwarzschild-(A)dS metric.

It is possible, however, to find other solutions by considering static spherically symmetric

solutions of the field equations (9) and (10), with the generic ansatz for the metrics given

by

gµ⌫dx
µdx⌫ = �Q2 dt2 +N�2 dr2 +R2d⌦2 , (46)

fµ⌫dx
µdx⌫ = � a2 dt2 + b2 dr2 + U2d⌦2 , (47)

where Q ,N , a , b, R and U are radial functions. Gauge freedom allow us to

reparametrize the radial coordinate r such that R(r) = r. To simplify the field equations

we also introduce the radial function Y (r) defined as b = U 0/Y , where 0 ⌘ d/dr. After

using the conservation condition (14) the problem can be reduced to a closed system of

three coupled first-order ODE’s for the functions N , Y and U (the derivation of these

equations can be found in Ref. [20] and is also available online in a Mathematica

notebook [57]):
8

>

<

>

:

N 0 = F1(r,N, Y, U, µ,,↵3,↵4)

Y 0 = F2(r,N, Y, U, µ,,↵3,↵4)

U 0 = F3(r,N, Y, U, µ,,↵3,↵4).

(48)

The remaining two functions Q and a can then be evaluated from algebraic equations

of the form:

Q�1Q0 = F4(r,N, Y, U, µ,,↵3,↵4) , (49)

Q�1a = F5(r,N, Y, U, µ,,↵3,↵4) . (50)

Here we defined the parameter

µ2 =
m2

2

✓

1 +
1



◆

, (51)

which, as we will see later, corresponds to the graviton mass in some backgrounds. As

discussed previously, when fµ⌫ = C2gµ⌫ , we find the same solutions of GR, namely

Schwarzschild-(A)dS, where the value of the cosmological constant will depend on C
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, (51)

which, as we will see later, corresponds to the graviton mass in some backgrounds. As

discussed previously, when fµ⌫ = C2gµ⌫ , we find the same solutions of GR, namely

Schwarzschild-(A)dS, where the value of the cosmological constant will depend on C

Numerical integration of a system of coupled ODEs

Black holes in massive gravity 15

through Eq. (25). However when we do not require the metrics to be proportional the

complexity of the system of Eqs. (48) requires them to be solved numerically.

To solve these equations, appropriate boundary conditions at the event horizon rh
must be imposed. For the spacetime to be smooth at the horizon, bidiagonal solutions

must share the same horizon [53], which implies that Q(rh) = N(rh) = Y (rh) = a(rh) =

0. Assuming a power-series expansion at the horizon of the form

N2 =
X

n�1

an(r � rh)
n, Y 2 =

X

n�1

bn(r � rh)
n, (52)

U = u rh +
X

n�1

cn(r � rh)
n . (53)

it follows that, for a given set of parameters of the theory, the solutions are parametrized

by one single free parameter u. Fixing the value of u = C, with C obtained from

Eq. (25) and integrating numerically the equations from the horizon r = rh up to

infinity, the solution is given by Schwarzschild-(A)dS, with the cosmological constant

fixed by Eq. (25) [20]. On the other hand more interesting non-trivial solutions appear

when choosing u = C + �u.

3.2.1. Asymptotically AdS hairy solutions. Using this method hairy deformations of

the Schwarzschild-AdS geometry were found in Ref. [20]. These solutions approach AdS

spacetime when r ! 1, showing deviations from it close to the horizon. They exist

for continuous small deformations �u around the bi-Schwarzschild-AdS solution. An

example of such solutions is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Left: Example of metric functions for an hairy asymptotically AdS solution
for ↵3 = �0.1, ↵4 = �0.3, and  = 0.41, where N0, Q0, Y0 and a0 correspond to the
Schwarzschild-AdS solution with u = 2.6333. Right: Function U 0(r) for di↵erent values
of u. Taken from [20].

Interestingly, when one takes the limit where the horizon radius vanish rh ! 0,

solutions with no horizon and purely made of massive field modes still exist [20]. These

are globally regular solutions, including at r = 0, and asymptotically approach AdS.

More recently, in addition to these solutions, Ref. [56] showed that for some discrete



Hairy bi-diagonal black holes 

Asymptotically flat hairy solutions  [Brito,Cardoso,Pani’13]

Black holes in massive gravity 16

values of u there also exist wormhole solutions which are asymptotically AdS. The

existence of such solutions is related to the fact that the energy-momentum tensors (11)

and (12) do not, in general, satisfy the null energy condition [58].

3.2.2. Asymptotically flat hairy solutions. Unlike the AdS case, constructing

asymptotically hairy flat BHs turns out to be much more complicated. In fact, as

was pointed out in Ref. [20], solutions which di↵er from Schwarzschild can only exist

for discrete values of u (fixing all the other parameters), unlike in AdS where solutions

can be found varying u continuously.

Those were found in Ref. [23], with the solutions having an explicit “Yukawa”

behavior when r ! 1:

N = 1� C1

2r
+

C2(1 + rµ)

2r
e�rµ , (54)

Y = 1� C1

2r
� C2(1 + rµ)

2r
e�rµ , (55)

U = r +
C2(1 + rµ+ r2µ2)

µ2r2
e�rµ , (56)

where C1 and C2 are integration constants. Note that the Yukawa behavior at infinity

justifies identifying the parameter µ with the graviton mass. The value of u for these

solutions can be found fixing the values of µ, ↵3, ↵4 and , integrating numerically from

the horizon with the boundary conditions (52)–(53), and then shooting for the value of

u such that the solution matches the asymptotic behavior (54)–(56). Mathematica

notebooks to generate these hairy solutions are available online [57].

A trivial solution for any value of µ, ↵3 and ↵4 is obtained when u = 1, and it

corresponds to the two metrics being equal and described by the Schwarzschild solution.

On the other hand, for u 6= 1 there are also regular, asymptotically flat BHs endowed

with a nontrivial massive graviton hair. The most important result of these studies is

that hairy solutions exist near the threshold µMS . 0.438 for any value of ↵3,↵4
+. As

we will discuss in Sec. 4.1 this is related to an instability of the bidiagonal Schwarschild

solution found at the linear level for massive graviton masses satisfying precisely this

bound [28, 29]. The existence of this instability was in fact what prompted the authors

of Ref. [23] to search for hairy solutions. At the threshold µMS ⇠ 0.438 the hairy

BH solution merges with the Schwarzschild solution, and above it the only bidiagonal

solution seems to be the bi-Schwarschild one, which is consistent with the fact that this

solution is linearly stable in this regime (see Sec 4.1 for more details). Examples of

solutions for di↵erent choices of ↵3 and ↵4 are shown in Fig. 2.

The behavior at smaller µMS is more convoluted as it depends strongly on the

nonlinear terms of the potential (8). In fact, the solutions were found to stop to exist

below a parameter dependent cuto↵ µcMS, and thus for some choices of the parameters

+ The parameter u = U(rh)/rh remains invariant under rescaling transformations. This can used to
express all dimensionful quantities in terms of the mass of a Schwarzschild BH with horizon rh, i.e.
MS = rh/2.

Yukawa decay
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only for large BH mass. 
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Perturbations 
  spherically symmetric ansatz for perturbations

Perturbations of both metrics

�Gµ
⌫ = m2�Tµ

⌫ , �Gµ
⌫ =

m2


�

✓p
�gp
�f

T µ
⌫

◆
.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Q7H5kZLSKy6jOdNeEo9QWincS+g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q7H5kZLSKy6jOdNeEo9QWincS+g=">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</latexit>

gµ⌫ = g(0)µ⌫ + h(g)
µ⌫ , fµ⌫ = f (0)

µ⌫ + h(f)
µ⌫

<latexit sha1_base64="EO5T7DPd/BXaC/ENou+7Qx4Obls=">AAACSXicfVBLSwMxGMy2Pmp9rXr0EixCi1J2RVQQoeDFYwVrC91asmm2Dc1mlzyEsuzv8+LJmz/CiwcVT6btgrWKA4HJzDd8yfgxo1I5zrOVyy8sLi0XVoqra+sbm/bW9q2MtMCkgSMWiZaPJGGUk4aiipFWLAgKfUaa/vBy7DfviZA04jdqFJNOiPqcBhQjZaSujfrdxAu1x3UKL+D35S4pO5X0YDAr9CvpoXcOi8FsJPg3ElTSrl1yqs4E8DdxM1ICGepd+8nrRViHhCvMkJRt14lVJ0FCUcxIWvS0JDHCQ9QnbUM5ConsJJMqUrhvlB4MImEOV3CiziYSFEo5Cn0zGSI1kPPeWPzLa2sVnHUSymOtCMfTRYFmUEVw3CvsUUGwYiNDEBbUvBXiARIIK9N+0ZTgzn/5N2kcVU+qzvVxqVbL2iiAXbAHysAFp6AGrkAdNAAGD+AFvIF369F6tT6sz+lozsoyO+AHcvkvSzOyrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EO5T7DPd/BXaC/ENou+7Qx4Obls=">AAACSXicfVBLSwMxGMy2Pmp9rXr0EixCi1J2RVQQoeDFYwVrC91asmm2Dc1mlzyEsuzv8+LJmz/CiwcVT6btgrWKA4HJzDd8yfgxo1I5zrOVyy8sLi0XVoqra+sbm/bW9q2MtMCkgSMWiZaPJGGUk4aiipFWLAgKfUaa/vBy7DfviZA04jdqFJNOiPqcBhQjZaSujfrdxAu1x3UKL+D35S4pO5X0YDAr9CvpoXcOi8FsJPg3ElTSrl1yqs4E8DdxM1ICGepd+8nrRViHhCvMkJRt14lVJ0FCUcxIWvS0JDHCQ9QnbUM5ConsJJMqUrhvlB4MImEOV3CiziYSFEo5Cn0zGSI1kPPeWPzLa2sVnHUSymOtCMfTRYFmUEVw3CvsUUGwYiNDEBbUvBXiARIIK9N+0ZTgzn/5N2kcVU+qzvVxqVbL2iiAXbAHysAFp6AGrkAdNAAGD+AFvIF369F6tT6sz+lozsoyO+AHcvkvSzOyrA==</latexit>

hµ⌫
(f) =

e⌦v

C2

0

BBBB@

hvv
(f)(r) hvr

(f)(r) 0 0

hvr
(f)(r) hrr

(f)(r) 0 0

0 0
h✓✓
(f)(r)
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0 0 0
h✓✓
(f)(r)

r2 sin2 ✓

1

CCCCA

<latexit sha1_base64="g+s85vmxqJ32p0l++B+X665EzEs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g+s85vmxqJ32p0l++B+X665EzEs=">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</latexit>

hµ⌫
(�) ⌘ hµ⌫

(g) � C2hµ⌫
(f)

i.e. hvv
(�)(r) = hvv

(g)(r)� hvv
(f)(r)

(⌦ > 0)

[EB & Fabbri’14]



Spherical Perturbations

Regularity at horizons and infinity !



Perturbations for bidiagonal case 

is massive 
!
is masslessE↵�

µ⌫ h
(+)
↵� = 0



Bi-diagonal case 
  GL instability 

A system of equations of second order plus 2 constraints on

In[110]:= VSmueff = HH1 - 2 * M ê Hx + 2 * MLL * Hmu^6 + H6 * mu^4 ê Hx + 2 * ML^2L * H1 - H3 * M ê Hx + 2 * MLLL -H2 * mu^2 * M ê Hx + 2 * ML^5L * H12 - H18 * M ê Hx + 2 * MLLL +H8 * M^3L ê Hx + 2 * ML^9LL ê Hmu^2 + H2 * M ê Hx + 2 * ML^3LL;
In[111]:= VSmu0eff = VSmueff ê. 8M Æ 1<;
In[112]:= VSmu01eff = VSmu0eff ê. 8mu Æ 1<;
In[125]:= Plot@8VSmu01eff<, 8x, 0, 20<, PlotRange Æ AllD

Out[125]=
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In[115]:= VSmu02eff = VSmu0eff ê. 8mu Æ 0.5<;
In[126]:= Plot@8VSmu02eff<, 8x, 0, 20<, PlotRange Æ AllD

Out[126]=
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In[134]:= VSmu03eff = VSmu0eff ê. 8mu Æ 1 ê 3<;
In[135]:= Plot@8VSmu03eff<, 8x, 0, 20<, PlotRange Æ AllD

Out[135]=
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d2

dr2⇤
'0 +

⇥
!2 � V (r)

⇤
'0 = 0

Playing with equations we can obtain a single equation

on '0 (a combination of Htt, Hrr and Htr)

V0 =
⇣
1� rg

r

⌘
2M

r3
+m02 +

24M(M � r)m02 + 6r3(r � 4M)m04

(2M + r3m02)2

�



Bi-diagonal case: Instability 

Instability

Confirmed independently by [Brito, Cardoso, Pani’13]



Instability of black holes 
  rate of instability   

Rate of instability
The Gregory-Laflamme instability 11
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Figure 1.3 A plot of the eigenvalues (m,Ω), scaled by r+, for which an
instability is present.

m to check if a solution exists. Fig. 1.3 shows a plot of the frequency pairs
(m,Ω) for which a regular solution, and hence an instability, exists, and Fig.
1.4 shows the behaviour of the perturbation.

htt

2 V htr

V2 hrr

4 6 8 10
r
r!

Figure 1.4 A plot of the metric perturbation.

Having found an unstable solution to the perturbation equations, the final
step of the argument is to demonstrate that this is a physical instability of
the black string, and not just some odd gauge mode. In fact, this is easy
to demonstrate by looking at (1.18). Since both the perturbation and the
Riemann tensor vanish in the extra dimension (hza = 0 = Rzabc), the five
dimensional Lichnerowicz operator reduces to the four dimensional Lich-

Approximately linear 
dependance 

Very slow instability !



Non-bidiagonal case 
 General solution for perturbations

hµ⌫
(g,f) = hµ⌫(g,f)

GR + hµ⌫(g,f)
(m)

<latexit sha1_base64="kr8CUpwieBLO+mQM48hRLWhbdGM=">AAACLXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9dbW26hLN8EiVJQyI6JuhIKILqs4ttDWkkkzbWiSGZKMUIZ5Ije+ii4EL7j1NUwviLY9kPDz/eeQnN+PGFXacd6szNz8wuJSNpdfXlldW7c3Nu9UGEtMPByyUNZ8pAijgniaakZqkSSI+4xU/d75wK8+EKloKG51PyJNjjqCBhQjbVDLvsh175MGjxsiTltJsXMQ7KXwDMJfCkeslVzepHB/Bi9yc9sFp+QMC04LdywKYFyVlv3SaIc45kRozJBSddeJdDNBUlPMSJpvxIpECPdQh9SNFIgT1UyG66Zw15A2DEJpjtBwSP9OJIgr1ee+6eRId9WkN4CzvHqsg9NmQkUUayLw6KEgZlCHcJAdbFNJsGZ9IxCW1PwV4i6SCGuTcN6E4E6uPC28w9Jxybk+KpTL4zSyYBvsgCJwwQkogytQAR7A4BE8g3fwYT1Zr9an9TVqzVjjmS3wr6zvHzmepmc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kr8CUpwieBLO+mQM48hRLWhbdGM=">AAACLXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9dbW26hLN8EiVJQyI6JuhIKILqs4ttDWkkkzbWiSGZKMUIZ5Ije+ii4EL7j1NUwviLY9kPDz/eeQnN+PGFXacd6szNz8wuJSNpdfXlldW7c3Nu9UGEtMPByyUNZ8pAijgniaakZqkSSI+4xU/d75wK8+EKloKG51PyJNjjqCBhQjbVDLvsh175MGjxsiTltJsXMQ7KXwDMJfCkeslVzepHB/Bi9yc9sFp+QMC04LdywKYFyVlv3SaIc45kRozJBSddeJdDNBUlPMSJpvxIpECPdQh9SNFIgT1UyG66Zw15A2DEJpjtBwSP9OJIgr1ee+6eRId9WkN4CzvHqsg9NmQkUUayLw6KEgZlCHcJAdbFNJsGZ9IxCW1PwV4i6SCGuTcN6E4E6uPC28w9Jxybk+KpTL4zSyYBvsgCJwwQkogytQAR7A4BE8g3fwYT1Zr9an9TVqzVjjmS3wr6zvHzmepmc=</latexit>

hµ⌫
GR = �rµ⇠⌫ �r⌫⇠µ

<latexit sha1_base64="stnBLAToeNNDUZTg4+8SbgW9ddg=">AAACIXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCG8tUxMtCKLjQZRVrC512yKSZNjTJDLmIZeizuPFV3LhQ6U58GdNpQW09EPj5/nM4OX+YMKq05306c/MLi0vLuZX86tr6xqa7tX2vYiMxqeKYxbIeIkUYFaSqqWaknkiCeMhILexdjvzaA5GKxuJO9xPS5KgjaEQx0hYF7nm3lfrc+MIMgvTqdgAvIDz0BQoZalkO/UfasuYPEyZD3ARuwSt6WcFZUZqIAphUJXCHfjvGhhOhMUNKNUpeopspkppiRgZ53yiSINxDHdKwUiBOVDPNThzAfUvaMIqlfULDjP6eSBFXqs9D28mR7qppbwT/8xpGR2fNlIrEaCLweFFkGNQxHOUF21QSrFnfCoQltX+FuIskwtqmmrchlKZPnhXVo+JJ0bs5LpTLkzRyYBfsgQNQAqegDK5BBVQBBk/gBbyBd+fZeXU+nOG4dc6ZzOyAP+V8fQNCi6O1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="stnBLAToeNNDUZTg4+8SbgW9ddg=">AAACIXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCG8tUxMtCKLjQZRVrC512yKSZNjTJDLmIZeizuPFV3LhQ6U58GdNpQW09EPj5/nM4OX+YMKq05306c/MLi0vLuZX86tr6xqa7tX2vYiMxqeKYxbIeIkUYFaSqqWaknkiCeMhILexdjvzaA5GKxuJO9xPS5KgjaEQx0hYF7nm3lfrc+MIMgvTqdgAvIDz0BQoZalkO/UfasuYPEyZD3ARuwSt6WcFZUZqIAphUJXCHfjvGhhOhMUNKNUpeopspkppiRgZ53yiSINxDHdKwUiBOVDPNThzAfUvaMIqlfULDjP6eSBFXqs9D28mR7qppbwT/8xpGR2fNlIrEaCLweFFkGNQxHOUF21QSrFnfCoQltX+FuIskwtqmmrchlKZPnhXVo+JJ0bs5LpTLkzRyYBfsgQNQAqegDK5BBVQBBk/gBbyBd+fZeXU+nOG4dc6ZzOyAP+V8fQNCi6O1</latexit>

[EB & Fabbri’14]



Non-Bi-diagonal case 
  explicit solution for perturbations

hµ⌫(f)
GR = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="C7ALIXiAFdX+Ti6KuuP+N7iDLp4=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVPDiZbEI9VJSEfUiFDzosYqxhSaGzXbTLt3dhN2NUGIO/hUvHlS8+ju8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLE0aVdpxva25+YXFpubRSXl1b39i0t7bvVJxKTFwcs1i2Q6QIo4K4mmpG2okkiIeMtMLBxchvPRCpaCxu9TAhPkc9QSOKkTZSYO/27zOPp55IYTU6zIPs8iaH505gV5yaMwacJfWCVECBZmB/ed0Yp5wIjRlSqlN3Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAA9UjHUIE4UX42vj+HB0bpwiiWpoSGY/X3RIa4UkMemk6OdF9NeyPxP6+T6ujMz6hIUk0EniyKUgZ1DEdhwC6VBGs2NARhSc2tEPeRRFibyMomhPr0y7PEPaqd1Jzr40qjUaRRAntgH1RBHZyCBrgCTeACDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx+T1jmrmNkBf2B9/gDiBpTk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C7ALIXiAFdX+Ti6KuuP+N7iDLp4=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVPDiZbEI9VJSEfUiFDzosYqxhSaGzXbTLt3dhN2NUGIO/hUvHlS8+ju8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLE0aVdpxva25+YXFpubRSXl1b39i0t7bvVJxKTFwcs1i2Q6QIo4K4mmpG2okkiIeMtMLBxchvPRCpaCxu9TAhPkc9QSOKkTZSYO/27zOPp55IYTU6zIPs8iaH505gV5yaMwacJfWCVECBZmB/ed0Yp5wIjRlSqlN3Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAA9UjHUIE4UX42vj+HB0bpwiiWpoSGY/X3RIa4UkMemk6OdF9NeyPxP6+T6ujMz6hIUk0EniyKUgZ1DEdhwC6VBGs2NARhSc2tEPeRRFibyMomhPr0y7PEPaqd1Jzr40qjUaRRAntgH1RBHZyCBrgCTeACDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx+T1jmrmNkBf2B9/gDiBpTk</latexit>

hrr(g)
(m) =

A(rg � rf )e⌦v

4⌦
m2h✓✓

(�),

hrr(f)
(m) = ��1hrr(g)

(m) .
<latexit sha1_base64="1ila0XCj1lfNsgCXlQDr+piKku0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1ila0XCj1lfNsgCXlQDr+piKku0=">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</latexit>

hµ⌫(g)
GR = e⌦v
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<latexit sha1_base64="jD4AQRMCSbnZR9xtrh2tvBqB9fY=">AAAC3XicbVJNj9MwEHXC1xI+tgtHLhYVqD1slRTEckGqxAFuLIiyK9VtcNxJYq3jRLazUmXlwIUDIK78L278EO64XSOxLSNZen5v/GY8dtYIrk0c/wrCK1evXb+xdzO6dfvO3f3ewb0Pum4VgymrRa1OM6pBcAlTw42A00YBrTIBJ9nZy7V+cg5K81q+N6sG5hUtJM85o8ZRae93ubCkaols8aAYdql99a57AY57U0FB8XkXEQG5GUQkg4JLS5Wiq84yF10U48fYJ2KWJm4XbxYh0RbPUsdujDx/iEmuKLMqLTo7xmox7jBRvCjN8JJN7HdrA7Wwh0+6HemvTJhmeDEeEFOCoXjo8yMCcun7jnyJtNePR/Em8C5IPOgjH8dp7ydZ1qytQBomqNazJG7M3LkazgQ431ZDQ9kZLWDmoKQV6LndPE+HHzlmifNauSUN3rD/nrC00npVZS6zoqbU29qa/J82a03+fG65bFoDkl0UyluBTY3Xb42XXAEzYuUAZYq7XjErqRu7cT8ickNItq+8C6bj0bNR/PZpfzLx09hDD9BDNEAJOkIT9BodoyliwSz4FHwJvoYfw8/ht/D7RWoY+DP30aUIf/wB+ZHWSA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jD4AQRMCSbnZR9xtrh2tvBqB9fY=">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</latexit>

Since at         the perturbations are not regular at infinity. r ! 1 v = t+ r
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NO unstable modes 
Non-bidiagonal solution is stable against radial perturbations



Non-Bi-diagonal case 
  Non-radial perturbations: QNM

Decomposition of perturbations in axial and polar modes

- QNM are vibration of a relativistic self-gravitating object. 
- The boundary conditions are important.  
For a mode to be QN, the perturbation must behave as 
ingoing wave near the horizon, 
!
!
and outgoing at the infinity,

The quasinormal modes are the same as those of a Schwarzschild BH in GR !

4

form a complete set [19] so they do not describe the full
response of the black hole to external perturbations. In
fact, we show below that QNMs of nonbidiagonal black
holes in bigravity are exactly the same as in GR, while
generic perturbations of bigravity black holes are differ-
ent from those of GR black holes.
The QNMs can be computed as the eigenvalues of

a boundary-value problem defined by Eq. (16) with
suitable boundary conditions. For the case of static,
asymptotically-flat black holes, regularity imposes that
the perturbations behave as ingoing waves near the hori-
zon, ∼ e−i(ωt+k−r∗) and as outgoing waves near infinity,
∼ ei(k+r∗−ωt). Here, r∗ is the tortoise coordinate defined
through v = t + r∗, where t is a Schwarzschild-like time
coordinate5. The constant k± (which we assume to be
positive without loss of generality) is the momentum of
the perturbations and it is related to the effective disper-
sion relation. For example, for an outgoing perturbation
with effective mass µ propagating in Minkowski space-
time6, k+ =

!

ω2 − µ2.
Therefore, the QNMs of the bimetric system are de-

fined by the following boundary conditions for the met-

rics h(g)
µν and h(f)

µν ,

h̃(g)
µν → A±

µνe
±ik±rg∗ , h̃(f)

µν → B±
µνe

±ik±rf∗ , (25)

where A±
µν and B±

µν are typically polynomials in 1/r,
the plus (minus) sign refers to the near-infinity (near-
horizon) behavior, whereas the tortoise coordinates are
defined via dr/drg∗ = (1− rg/r) and dr/drf∗ =
(1− rf/r).
Inspection of Eqs. (23) and (24) together with the

decomposition (17) immediately shows that the bound-
ary conditions (25) cannot be satisfied unless ci = 0 in
Eqs. (23) and (24). For example, from Eqs. (23), (24),
(17), (A1) and (A2), we obtain

h̃(f)
rφ − h̃(g)

rφ = e−iωr∗
" c0
r
∂φYlm −

c1
r
sin θ∂θYlm

#

, (26)

for the difference of the inverse-Fourier transformed
quantities h̃(f)

rφ and h̃(g)
rφ (and similarly for other compo-

nents). Therefore, it is clear that the difference h̃(f)
rφ −h̃(g)

rφ
represents an ingoing wave of frequency ω in the whole
space and the same property must hold independently

for h̃(f)
rφ and h̃(g)

rφ . Because rg∗ ∼ rf∗ → −∞ near the
corresponding horizon, the near-horizon boundary con-
dition in Eq. (25) is always satisfied with k− = ω. On

5 For clarity, in this Section the metric perturbations hµν are writ-
ten as functions of t. One can always do this by defining v = t+r∗
and, after substituting in Eq. (17), absorb the e−iωr∗ factor into
the inverse-Fourier transformed quantities h̃µν .

6 For gravitational perturbations of GR Schwarzschild black holes
k± = ±ω, whereas for the static bidiagonal black-hole solutions

of massive gravity k− = ω and k+ =
!

ω2 − µ2, consistently
with the propagation of a massive mode.

the other hand, the near-infinity boundary condition,

h(g)
µν ∼ h(f)

µν → eik+r, cannot be enforced7.
This simple observation implies that the boundary con-

ditions for QNMs impose c0 = c1 = c2 = 0 and, in turn,
δT µ

ν = δT µ
ν = 08. Therefore, the eigenvalue problem

reduces to the standard linearized Einstein’s equations

δGµν = 0 , δGµν = 0 , (27)

with the extra constraints coming from Eqs. (23) and
(24) with c0 = c1 = c2 = 0 , namely

H lm
2(g) = H lm

2(f) , ηlm1(g) = ηlm1(f) , (28)

hlm
1(g) = hlm

1(f) , K lm
(g) = K lm

(f) . (29)

To complete our proof, we can use the freedom to
choose a particular gauge. In this case it is convenient to
choose a gauge such that H lm

2(g) = K lm
(g) = ηlm1(g) = hlm

1(g) =

0. This can always be imposed by transforming [25]

h(g)
µν → h(g)

µν −∇µξν −∇νξµ , (30)

where ξµ is the transformation four-vector. The latter
can be decomposed into an axial vector component and
into three polar vector components, which can be chosen
to enforce the aforementioned relations hlm

1(g) = 0 and

H lm
2(g) = K lm

(g) = ηlm1(g) = 0, respectively. Since there is
only one diffeomorphism invariance and two metrics, the
components of the metric f are not fixed a priori by
the above gauge choice. However, Eqs. (28) and (29)
imply H lm

2(f) = K lm
(f) = ηlm1(f) = hlm

1(f) = 0. Therefore,

Eq. (27) reduces to two copies of the linearized Einstein
equations in the gauge H lm

2 = K lm = ηlm1 = hlm
1 = 0.

Note that this gauge is different from the standard Regge-
Wheeler-Zerilli gauge, in which Glm

2 = ηlm0 = ηlm1 =
hlm
2 = 0 [25, 26]. Nonetheless, the perturbation equations

are precisely the same as in the case of GR.
Thus, we have just proved that the eigenvalue prob-

lem reduces to that of two Schwarzschild metrics with
horizon radii rg and rf in GR. In particular, there will
be no monopole and dipole modes, the QNMs exist only
for l ≥ 2, and they correspond to 2 propagating degrees
of freedom. As a by-product of this equivalence, the
QNM spectrum does not contain any unstable mode and

7 If we were using retarded Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, the
opposite situation would occur: the solution would describe an
outgoing wave in the whole space, and the boundary conditions
would be automatically satisfied at infinity but not at the event
horizon. In both cases, the full set of boundary conditions (25)
cannot be enforced unless ci = 0.

8 In the special case A = 0, i.e., β2 = −Cβ3, one always gets
δTµ

ν = δT µ
ν = 0 and the perturbation equations reduce to the

standard linearized Einstein’s equations as noted in Ref. [22] (see
also [23] for the case with only one dynamical metric). This can
be also related to an extra symmetry for spherically symmetric
solutions in the case β2 = −Cβ3 [17, 24].
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CONCLUSIONS

✦ It is possible to construct non-bidiagonal solutions in massive gravity, which 
are analogues of corresponding GR solutions (Schwarzschild, charged, 
rotating). 

✦ There are hairy massive gravity black holes 
✦ The non-bidiagonal black holes in massive gravity are stable 
✦ The bi-diagonal spherically symmetric BHs are unstable due to the helicity-0 

mode instability. The rate of instability is extremely small. 
✦ Superradiant instability for rotating BHs in massive gravity. 
✦ The fate of unstable BHs? The endpoint of gravitational collapse? 
✦ Rotating hairy BHs? 
✦ dS hairy black holes? 
✦ Do perturbations around black holes contain ghosts?


